Performance Assessment of Patient on Dialysis
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Abstract
Patients on dialysis are poorly active and show a low level of physical functioning. Questionnaires and objective measurements of spontaneous physical activity are available as well as complex-expensive or simple-unexpensive tests useful to assess the patient’s exercise capacity. Performance assessment unravels patients’ capabilities, enables a tailored exercise prescription and provides predictive information on main clinical outcomes and therefore this topic should be of interest for nephrologists. A routinary minimal pool of tests might be usefully performed in a dialysis centre to stratify the patient’s risk and to recognize patients in need of exercise training in order to address them to community-based or rehabilitative programs.

Introduction
The burden of physical inactivity and the low level of physical functioning among patients affected by chronic kidney diseases and dialysis in particular, are well-known multifactorial and multinational problems [1-4]. Therefore physical activity level and physical functioning assessment, performed with valid instruments, should be a topic of specific interest in Nephrology. These measures gather information about the spontaneous activities practiced by the patient shading light on its lifestyle and attitudes on active living. These measures also assess patient’s exercise capacity and physical functioning, obtain parameters useful to prescribe a personalized exercise program and allow to evaluate its effects. The patient’s physical activity level can be estimated by administered or self-administered questionnaires or quantified by objective measurements, e.g. number of steps or movements performed by
patients in one or more days, by means of devices such as pedometers, accelerometers, or GPS. Several questionnaires evaluating the physical activity level are available in elderly and chronically ill populations [5, 6]. Among dialysis patients the Stanford 7-day Physical Activity Recall questionnaire, the Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly, the Human Activity Profile, and the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form 36-item questionnaire have been tested and validated by comparison of the results obtained with objective measures of mobility and of physical performance [6]. The kidney disease quality of life or KDQOL questionnaire is also extensively used [7]. The direct assessment of physical activity allows to directly measure body movements, frequency and/or intensity of the activities almost without influencing the subject. Among dialysis patients these measurements have shown a number of daily steps lower than reference values for age and sex, a condition generally worsening on the non-dialysis days [8-11]. Moreover, patients’ performance can be directly assessed by valid, objective and repeatable tests. They can be single, at submaximal or maximal intensity protocol, or combined to constitute a battery of tests. Besides clinical and diagnostic informations a test primarily allows to measure the exercise capacity, assigning a numeric value to the marker representing the physical quality under evaluation. In individuals with kidney disease and on dialysis [1] the tests results can be useful to compare the patients’ performance to a reference value, to obtain a patients’ stratification, to give information useful for the exercise training prescription, to determine the outcome of interventions as well to obtain predictive informations on relevant clinical outcomes as disability, loss of independence, hospitalization, survival, morbidity and quality of life. Exercise capacity assessment is both safe and feasible in dialysis patients [1] when considering specific cautions (e.g. number, duration and intensity of tests) related to deconditioned patients at early fatigability and high cardiovascular risk. However, costs for instruments and personnel are also factor that address the test selection. For these reasons highly reliable measures of cardiovascular fitness [1], as the cardiorespiratory test performed by measures of gas exchange during incremental treadmill or cycle ergometer protocols, as well as effective measures of muscle function by means of dynamic isotonic, isometric and isokinetic tests, are not extensively performed in patients with renal failure. Contrarily, patients are more frequently tested by simple inexpensive but effective measures of performance based on tasks required in daily living including walking tests to evaluate patients’ mobility (6-minute walk test, gait speed tests), sit-to-stand tests determining muscle power or endurance of muscle legs (5-STS, 10-STS, STS-60) or tests combining different tasks (e.g. North Staffordshire Royal Infirmary Walk) [1, 12-14].

All these issues related to the exercise capacity assessment have been considered when planning the study Excite [15]. The KDQOL questionnaire was selected for measuring the quality of life of patients. Tests were selected aiming both to assess the functional outcome and to obtain as much information as possible on physical functioning, to be able to stratify patients according to their functional capacity and prescribe them semi-personalized training programs. The tests had to be performed at submaximal intensity to limit patient’s fatigue. They also had to be simple, feasible and reproducible in the different venues, at low cost and not requiring instruments (e.g. ergometers). The test selected should also require a limited time of execution to minimize the number of testing days and the discomfort inside the dialysis centres. The final battery included only two tests for measuring physical functioning, the 6-minute walk test (6MWT) to evaluate mobility, with additional gait speed analysis at self-selected pace, and the 5-STS for measuring muscle power of lower limbs. By means of these tests the study allowed to take a picture of the physical functioning in a wide population of patients able to walk from dialysis centres distributed over the national territory, from Milan to Sicily. In the final phase of the study Excite, at follow up after 36 months, we also aimed to identify a questionnaire useful to evaluate the physical activity level of patients and to indirectly gather information on the level of retention of the exercise program. The choice of the questionnaire followed the same philosophy of the test selection. It had to be
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a fast and easy tool, able to give a score and usable on wide population. We opted for the Rapid Assessment of Physical Activity (RAPA) questionnaire, based on 7 items evaluating the physical activity level and 2 items for strength and flexibility [16]. The questionnaire was translated into Italian, made of easy use for the operator by a friendly layout and completed by an additional four-item section created by us to explore patient’s attitude and necessities in relation to physical activity.

Conclusion

The physical capacity assessment of patients on dialysis should be a part of their routine management [1, 14] but is scarcely performed. In the study Excite the tests allowed to determine a functional improvement among dialysis patients after the execution of a six-month exercise program [15]. As additional result the study has defined a minimal pool of tests usable in a dialysis centre, e.g. at the entry of a new patient, and able to identify at low cost, low fatigue for the patients and in a relatively short time (less than 15 minutes) relevant information as patient’s mobility, power of the lower limbs, habitual level of physical activity and attitude towards it. This routinary assessment of patients might allow to stratify the patient’s risk (survival, hospitalizations, peripheral disease complications, etc.), to recognize patients interested to receive counselling in relation to the benefits of exercise, to address them to simple home exercise sessions [17] or to community-based programs when available, or to specific rehabilitative programs when necessary.
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